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1. INraOfiPpTJO^

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance In Relation to Problems 
of the Solid State.

The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance Is 
closely related to the molecular beam experiments and to 
microwave spectroscopy. Its significant feature la that 
the magnetic resonance principle, first applied to the 
molecular beam technique, has been extended to solids, 
liquids and gases In their normal physical states. In 
addition to providing yet another Important method of 
measuring nuclear magnetic properties, this newer technique 
gives a means of investigating the establishment of the 
thermal equilibrium whloh is essential to the methods of 
obtaining very low temperatures; further, the resonance 
absorption spectrum yields information on crystal 
structures, phase transitions in solids and information 
about hindered rotation of molecules in solids* Thus 
the phenomenon can be used to study certain problems of 
the solid state. This thesis gives an account of such 
an application.
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2. THBQRY

2.1. general

Many nuclei possess an Intrinsic angular momentum and
an associated nuclear magnetic moment. If the maximum
measurable component of the angular momentum of the nucleus
Is denoted by I* , and its magnetic moment by^ , and If
a system of such spins Is placed in a magnetic field H_ o
then for each of the spins there are H+l levels with 
energy spacing • The nucleus at resonance in the 
Investigations reported here is the proton, which has 
spin Hence the energy separation of the two possible 
states Is 2^ n„ i these correspond to^ parallel or anti
parallel to the field H . Transitions between the two 
states are allowed and hence energy absorption can occur*
For this to happen quanta of energy, , must be supplied
from an electromagnetic field, viz

For magnetic fields HQ of a few thousand gauss, the frequency 
lies within the range 8 Mc/s to 30 Mo/s. N. Bloembergen,

et al (reference 1) hare shown that radiation polarised at 
right angles to HQ Is required to Induce the transitions*

Stimulated emission will also occur, the nucleus Involved 
returning to the lower of the two energy states. Since the
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probabilities for absorption and emission are the same, 
a net absorption of energy Is only possible If there la 
a surplus of spins In the lower energy state* This will 
be the case providing there Is some mechanism ensuring 
that the spin system Is at the same temperature as the 
lattice* There will then be a Boltzmann distribution 
between the energy levels* The mechanism by means of 
which thermal equilibrium between the spins and the lattice 
Is established Is called the ’Spin-lattice Relaxation 
Process’* The efficiency of such a process Is measured 
by the spin-lattice relaxation time, T^ $ and the 
establishment of equilibrium Is characterised by an equation 
of the form i

«77O( t - (1)
'i

where n is the existing difference In population
between the two levels and nQ Is the equilibrium value 
of this difference* For protons In a field of 5500 
gauss at room temperature, there are approximately one 
million and four protons In the lower energy state for 
every million In the higher state*

Provided the relaxation mechanism Is able to maintain 
this difference of population In the face of the competition 
of the applied electromagnetic field, then a net absorption 
of energy will continue* It is from a study of the
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variation of the absorption spectrum with temperature 
that information regarding molecular and crystal structures 
and motion within the solid 1b obtained. The spin-lattice 
relaxation time can also be readily measured as a function 
of the temperature of the sample t these measurements oan 
also yield Information about molecular motions occurring 
in the solid, since such motions may predominantly control 
the relaxation process.

It is now necessary to examine in more detail the 
origin and nature of the absorption spectrum and the spin- 
lattice relaxation process.

2.2. The Absorption spectrum
For an Isolated proton, placed in a magnetlo field H , 

the frequency at which resonant absorption occurs is given 
by . The protons in a solid, however, are not
Isolated in this sense, but are surrounded by a very large 
number of other protons each with a magnetlo moment •
Thus any particular proton experiences a field HQ + ?loo» 
where Hloc Is the instantaneous sum of the fields of all 
its neighbours. 3ioo is typically a few gauss, only the 
nearest neighbours being effective, since the z-oomponent 
of the local field at a distance r from a dipole is 
given by
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For a system of interacting protons, therefore, the
resonance condition is :

U lot )

and the very narrow absorption line for an Isolated spin 
is broadened into a spectrum which is a few gauss wide.

This picture is, of course, much simplified; but it 
does lead us to expect that the form and shape of the 
absorption spectrum will denend on both the arrangement 
of the protons within the molecule and the arrangement of 
the molecules in the crystal lattice.

Provided, therefore, that we can calculate theoretically 
the nature of the absorption spectrum to be expected from 
any given configuration of protons, then an examination 
of the resonance line will confirm postulated molecular and 
crystal structures. For simple cases where there are not 
more than three nuclei in the elementary interaction cell 
detailed perturbation calculations can be made. Examples 
of such work are given in references 2, 3, U and 5. For 
more complicated oases, the perturbation calculations are 
not suitable. Van Vleok has provided a more elegant method 
of interpreting the experimental data. His analysis 
(reference 6) relates the * second moment* of the line shape 
function quantitatively to the structure of the sample.
The 9second moment9 is defined by him as the mean value of 
the square of the frequency deviation from the centre of
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the resonance, the average being taken over the line 
shape function.

If is the resonant frequency, the second moment 
is

4-UO

' Av
J
- «J

The line shape function is normalised, l.e.

f
= I

-oe
The technique employed in carrying out measurements 
(see section 3*2) Is to vary the magnetlo field at 
a fixed frequency. If the second moment Is expressed 
appropriately In gauss^, Van Vleok's theory leads to 

an expression j

second moment •

where

g, I are the nuclear g-factor and spin of the nucleus
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at resonance,
gf, If are the nuclear g-factors and spins of the 
other nuclear species in the sample,
rJk tile len£'Ul of> vector connecting nuclei 
j and k,

is the number of nuclei at reBonanoe which are
present in the group of nuclei to which broadening 
interactions are considered to be confined in 
evaluating •

over a sphere. Also, since the samples examined in 
this work (with one exception) contained only one 
species of magnetic nucleus, we have finally j

Seoond Moment of *powdered sample ~

Using Bearden and Watt's values (reference 7), this gives
seoond moment « 2gauss . These formulae
have been used successfully by several workers, (see, 
for example, references 3 and U).

So far in this seotion it has been assumed that the 
nuclei involved are at rest, except for the ever present 
thermal vibrations of the crystal lattice. Any motion 
of the nuclei will average out to some extent the magnetlo
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Interactions and hence tend to narrow the observed line. 
The effect of motion In the lattloe has been Investigated
by H.8. Qutowsky and O.B. Pake (reference 5), using results
first obtained by N. Bloembergen et al. (referenoe 1).
They introduce a reorientation frequency -»e to define the 
average frequency of the molecular motion occurring and 
obtain the expression

(2)

where Is the llnewldth measured between maximum and 
minimum slope of the absorption line. Is the
reorientation frequency, and Is a constant of order 
unity. As -< -» 0, then —r A and the lattloe Is said 
to be effectively rigid. As Increases and approaches 
the value A, decreases. Now A Is typically about 30 Ko/s 
hence the line is narrowed by relatively low frequency 
motion. B.R. Andrew (referenoe 8) has listed sane forms 
of motion which may occur and the Information which theory 
allows us to deduce from the experimental results i

"The various types of molecular motion about a rotational 
axis which may be encountered In a crystal Include »

(1) Rotation
(11) Quantum meohanical tunnelling through the

potential barrier. The rotational axis must 
also be a symmetry axis If this motion Is to 
be possible.
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(111) Rotational oscillation.

Provided the frequency of rotation, tunnelling or
osoillatlon exoeeda the minimum reorientation frequency, 
all these forms of motion oause a reduction of llnewidth 
and of second moment. Moreover, if the axis of rotation 
is one of three**, four-, or six-fold symmetry, the rotation 
in (1) need not be maintained all the time, provided the 
necessary number of reorientations are made per seoond.
Thus a small fraction of the time may be spent in excited 
states of high rotational frequency and the remainder of the 
time in the various equivalent fixed positions.

The effect of rotation (including the non-oontlnuous 
form just mentioned) on the seoond moment is identical vlth 
that of tunnelling about a three-, four-, or six-fold axis 
(referenoe 5) (exoept insofar as there may be a slight 
difference in the lntermoleoular contributions). Seoond 
moment data are therefore unable to distinguish between these 
forms of motion".

Evidence obtained during this work Indicates that in 
favourable oases molecules can spin about fixed centres of 
gravity, and may even to some extent diffuse through the 
crystal lattice (see section

Zt can be said, therefore, that any form of molecular 
motion in the solid will reduce the seoond moment to some
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fraction of the value calculated from van Vleok’a formula 
provided the motion takes place at a high enough frequency.

p 3The factor (3 ooe © - 1)/r , occurring in Van Vleok's 
formula, must then he replaced by lte mean value over the 
motion. The formula will then yield a theoretical seoond 
moment for the lattice in which motion is taking plaoe, and 
this can he compared from that calculated from the experiment
al line shapes. The prooedure 1b therefore t

(1) To obtain experimentally plots of the absorption 
lines at different tamperaturee.

(11) To calculate the seoond moment of these absorption 
lines and to plot a second moment v. temperature 
graph.

(ill) To calculate the theoretical seoond moment using 
Van Vleok’s formula - a procedure only possible 
when adequate information on the crystal structure 
of the sample is available.

(lv) To compare experimental and theoretical values of 
the second moment, postulating where neoessary 
motions of molecules which would reduce the . 
theoretical seoond moment to that found experiment
-ally at any temperature.

This procedure is illustrated in sections U.2 to h.5.

2.3 The Spin-lattice Relaxation Propose.

In the previous section we have considered a system of 
interacting nuclear spine. in a completely rigid lattioe 
such a system would be thermally Isolated and a net absorption 
of energy would not continue. The meohanlem ensuring thermal 
contact between the spins and the lattioe Is therefore Important.
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If the nuclear spins and the lattice are to exchange energy, 
then there must exist at the nucleus oscillating magnetic 
fields which satisfy the resonance condition and which 
originate In the thermal motion of the lattice. The ever 
present thermal vibrations of the lattloe are relatively 
ineffective s this was shown by Heltler and Teller (reference 9) 
who applied Waller's theory (referenoe 10). N. Bloembergen 
et al. (referenoe 1) included more general types of lattice 
motion In their treatment; they showed that, when excited, 
these motions are much more effective In bringing about 
spin-lattice relaxation than are the lattice vibrations. A 
discussion of their treatment is reserved to section U.2.6, 
where Its application to present problems will also be consider- 
-ed. It Is sufficient for the present to assume that there 
exists a mechanism coupling the spin system to the lattloe, 
that the origin of this mechanism Is in the thermal motion of 
the molecules, and that the efficiency of the coupling Is 
measured by the spln-lattloe relaxation time, T^, as defined 
In section 2.1.

In the equation:

* t>, G - ) (0

which describes the population difference, n, of a system of 
proton spins, t seconds after being placed In an external 
magnetic field, n must be very nearly equal to nQ If we are 
to observe the full absorption Intensity when we apply the
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radio-frequency field. (1) may he written as t

where dn/dt gives the rate of approach to equilibrium.
In the presence of an electromagnetic field we must subtract 
a term from the right hand side to represent the rate at 
whioh transitions to the higher energy state are being 
induced. It represents the probability of a single
transition - which makes a difference of 2 in the population 
difference, then :

n. - n
— 2n w. « 1 i (3)

The probability of a single transition W5 is given byj

' J v wax (so© reference 1)

where is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, 2H, is the 
amplitude of the radio-frequency field, and 9(?>) is the 
observed shape function of the absorption line* In section 
2»2» we saw that the shape and width of the absorption line 
depended on the spin-spin interaction* Accordingly 
is conveniently ©expressed in terms of a quantity T^, where
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42 (5)

1/Tg Is then a measure at the linewldth of the resonance;
Tp Itself measures the efficiency of the spin-spin 
relaxation.

Combining these results, and considering the equilibrium 
state defined toy dn/dt = 0, we have i

n - n o - n r h' t,

n_
i + (6)

Thus in the presence of the electromagnetic field, whloh is 
inducing transitions, the maximum steady state absorption is 
reduced toy the saturation factor 1/( i ■+• ).
When y’M.'i;'. i the full absorption intensity is 
observed. This saturation effect provides a method of 
determining T^ when it is too short to toe measured toy more 
direct methods. This is discussed in section U.2.6.

2.U. Sunroary of seotion 2.

Briefly, then, we have seen that the fundamental 
resonance condition is s , and that the natural
llnewidth of the resonance for an isolated spin (typioally 
0.01 gauss) is swamped toy the broadening due to the spin-
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spin Interaction. Further, motion of the molecules in 
the lattice modifies this spin-epin interaction, thereby 
reducing the width of the absorption line. Finally, we 
saw that this molecular motion can account for the 
relatively short spin-lattice relaxation times observed. 
From equation (6) it follows that the r.f. power supplied 
must be below a oertaln value if we are to observe the 
true absorption line. Saturation of the sample does, 
however, provide a method of measuring
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3. APPARATUS

3.1. general

The fundamental resonance condition, h<0« Ho , 

Indicates that the frequency of operation is proportional
to the magnetlo field HQ used. But this does not mean that 
an arbitrary choice of field or frequency decides the 
operating conditions. The intensity of the nuolear resonance 
signal obtained from solids is In general small, being 
comparable with noise voltages appearing In the detection 
circuits. Hence It Is essential to have the optimum 
experimental conditions If these weak signals are to be 
recorded. Bloembergen et al. (referenoe 1) developed an 
expression giving the ratio of the nuolear signal obtained 
to the R.M.S. noise fluctuations; this shows that the ratio 
Is proportional to , where Is the operating frequenoy.
Practical limitations In the design of associated detection 
equipment make about 30 Mo/s an upper frequenoy limit. Bven 
with this condition met, very careful design of the r.f. 
circuits is neoessary If useful results are to be obtained.
In the preliminary stages, an eleotromagnet was used to 
supply the main field H • The results recorded In this 
thesis, however, have been obtained using the permanent 
magnet designed by Dr. E.R. Andrew and Ur. P.A. Rushworth.

3.2. The Apparatus for detecting the Resonance Absorption



Signal Level 
Meter.

MODULATION BRIDGE.

Figure 1
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The resonant absorption of energy Is detected by 
placing the sample under study In one arm of a radio- 
frequency bridge, part of which is located in the magnetic 
field Hq. A commercial signal Generator supplies the 
quanta of radiation at a frequency (or HQ in the
case of the electromagnet) being adjusted until the 
resonance condition Is met. The out of balance signal 
from the bridge la amplified and detected. The main 
magnetic field Is modulated at 25 c/s, the amplitude of 
this modulation depending on the measuring technique being 
employed. Either the resultant field HQ + where 
Is the modulation field, Is swept right through the resonance 
values twice in 1/25 second or the amplitude of the modulation 
Is adjusted so that It is only a small fraction of the 
llnewldth. In the first case, absorption of energy from 
a radio-frequency tuned circuit is occurring 50 times per 
seoond, giving an audio modulation of the r.f. oarrler which 
Is supplying the quanta of energy Inducing the transitions.
The audio modulation Is In fact the absorption line shape 
which oan be displayed on an osdllosoope If the X-plates 
are fed with a 25 o/s voltage correctly phased relative to 
the 25 o/s current in the field modulation colls. In this 
way narrow resonance lines can be readily observed.

With solid samples, however, the absorption line Is 
generally several gauss wide and the maximum absorption 
Intensity Is correspondingly smaller. In order to plot out



Figure 2
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these line shapes and to Increase the sensitivity of the 
apparatus, a narrow hand 'look-in* amplifier Is incorporated 
This is used In conjunction with the small field modulation 
mentioned above. The main field is then shifted slowly 
through the resonance values. This device yields on the 
output meter (or recorder) the first derivative of the 
resonance line shape. The essential features of the 
modulation bridge are indicated schematically In figure 1; 
figures 2 and 3 are photographs of the main parts of the 
apparatus.

To the left of figure 2 can be seen the electromagnet. 
The oil circulating pump and the heat exchanger are further 
to the left and are not shown. On the raok Is mounted most 
of the associated electronic equipment. Top left is the 
signal Generator, Airmen type 701. Imnedlately below this 
are mounted the Receiver, Eddystone type 630, and the Cossor 
Oscillograph, model 1GU9. The other units are numbered and 
are as follows :

(1) Power supplies for the 25 0/s generator 
and Power Amplifier.

(2) The Power Amplifier, capable of supplying 
15 watts at 25 c/s into a 200 ohm load.

(3) 25 o/s generator, consisting of a multi
vibrator and tuned amplifiers.

(U) Power supplies for the Look-in Amplifier.
(5) The Look-in Amplifier.
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(6) phasing and transforming unit supplying the 
X-sweep for the O.R.O.

(7) High tension power supply for Eddystone 
receiver and Preamplifier.

(8) The ’dummy1 unit of the R.P. Bridge.
(9) R.P. Preamplifier feeding the receiver.

(10) stabilised power supply for the Signal Generator.
(11) Plow gauges for the gas cryostat used In ooollng 

the sample.

Figure 3 shows the permanent magnet placed at the
leftrtght-hand side of the raok. The brass box containing 
part of the sample tuned olrcult can be seen mounted above 
the gap. The coaxial lines connecting It Into the R.P. 
bridge oan be seen leaving It and running over the top 
portion of the yoke. The cryostat assembly with Its 
pumping system cannot be seen clearly In the photograph. 
The manometer to the right of the magnet Indicates the 
pressure under whloh the coolant - liquid nitrogen, air or 
oxygen - Is boiling.

3.3• Details of the Apparatus.
In order to emphasise the Important requirements of

the apparatus some parts are described In more detail In 
the following sections.
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3.3.1. The Eleotromagnet.

This was obtained on loan from the Royal society Uond 
Laboratory, Cambridge. It has a resistance of 0.63 ohm,
the total number of turns being 1000. This means that

1
fairly high currents are required to give suitable fields.
Por instance, with « 25 Mc/s«, a field of 5870 gauss
gives resonance; to obtain this a current of 21 amperes is 
required. To plot out a line shape using the ’lock-in* 

amplifier takes up to 15 minutes and it is essential that 
over this interval the magnetic field remains sensibly 
constant - say withingauss. This, in faot, is a 
very stringent requirement, as the figures given below 
Indicate.

A field drift can be considered as due to a combination 
of the following effects
(a) a drop in voltage of the battery.
(b) a change in the resistance of the leads * this includes 

change in value of any controlling resistance.
(c) a change in resistance of the magnet colls.

Effects (b) and (o) are temperature effects; there may also 
be a small effect due to the change in physical size of the 
magnet. With the available battery, 24 volts, 200 A.H., 
the following are representative of the figures obtained for 
the field drift. (The regulation resistance in each case 
was arranged to be zero; the mean figures quoted are averages
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taken over a period of one hoar). 
Condition 1. Supply 16 volte, 200 A.H

Mean current flowing « 20.78 amps.
Lowest rate of battery voltage fall
during complete discharge of accumulator ** 0.00138v/mln. 

Resultant rate of field fall = 0.6 gauss/fan.
Pall of field due to effect (o) after

. 3 hours manning « 0.3 gauss/faln.

Condition 2. Supply 12 volts, U00 A.H.
Mean current flowing ■ 15.78 amps.
Lowest rate of battery voltage fall • « 0.0002Uv/min.
Resultant rate of field fall ■ 0.1 gauss/mln.
Pall of field due to effect (o) after
12 hours running a 0.1 gauss/mln.

The field drifts Indicated by these figures prohibit the 
use of the 'lock-in' amplifier. In order to obtain 
sufficient field stability It was neoessary to use an oil 
circulation cooling system and to use the battery as a 
6 volt, 800 A.H. supply. The maximum field then obtainable 
was about 1800 gauss, corresponding to an operating frequency 
of about 8 Mo/s. under these conditions the field drift 
was about 0.2 gauss per hour. Seme preliminary experimental 
work was done at this frequency.

An attempt was made to stabilise galvanometrloally the
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current through the magnet colls. This did not prove 
feasible with equipment immediately available and the 
Imminent arrival of the permanent magnet made It unprofitable 
to spend more time on this project.

3.3.2. The Permanent Magnet.

The difficulties of maintaining a large field of 5 to 6 
kllogauss constant are removed If a permanent magnet Is used. 
The specifications of the magnet shown In figure 3 are :

Field: 5500 gauss. Pole face diameter: 8 Inches.
Gap width: 2 lnohes. Field homogeneity In best 
region: about 0.25 gauss per o.o.

The magnetic material Is Aloamaz III, the pole-pleees being 
built up from 90* olroular segments. The magnet poles are 
surrounded by the magnetising colls, and Azmoo iron recessed 
pole caps abutt on to the ends of the Alcomax m blocks and 
damp them to the soft Iron yoke: to obtain the high field 
uniformity the tips of the pole caps have specially shaped 
rims.

3.3.3. The Signal Generator.
The signal generator used Is an Airmao Instrument,

Type 701. It was found that there was a Bpurlous amplitude 
modulation on the carrier of about one per cent. This was
eliminated by using a D.G. Bupply for the valve heaters and
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by building an external H.T. power supply, paying particular 
attention to the smoothing circuits. This supply was 
adequately stabilised, since the mains supply voltage 
varies by as much as 20%. The H.T. unit gives an output 
of 305 volts at 67 mA., the ripple voltage being UmV peak 
to peak, and a 20% ohange In mains voltage gives a ohange 
of 0.03% in the output voltage.

3«3«U. The Radio-frequency Bridge.
The radlo-frequenoy bridge oonslets of two unite 

conneoted together with 50 ohm coaxial oable. The olrcult 
arrangement Is shown In figure 5«

The tuned clroults were oonstruoted within closed boxes 
made of 3/16th inch brass sheet - heavy gauge oopper wire 
was used for all internal connections, and oare was taken 
to mount the components rigidly, since any mechanical 
vibration was found to give a spurious signal. Good bonding 
between the units and the connectors was found to be very 
Important. with these precautions the bridge balance Is 
stable up to UO db., provided the temperature of the sample 
plaoed within L (figure 5) is constant.

An analysis of the conditions of balance and the 
signal obtained (reference 11) shows that the oscillograph 
will plot out the absorption curve If the bridge Is unbalanced 
in amplitude, and the dispersion curve If It is unbalanced in 
phase. Approximate phase balance Is obtained by Including
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the extra half wavelength of coaxial cable AB In one arm 
of the bridge. The variable condenser Cg gives a fine 
phase balance control, while the ganged pair G, and 02 
give an approximately phase Independent amplitude oontrol.
This is achieved by arranging the moving vanes of 0, and 02 
180 degrees out of phase. suitable condensers for and 
C2 could not be obtained and It was necessary to make a unit. 
The section 0. has to be completely Insulated while the 
moving vanes of C2 must be earthed, also stray capacities both 
between the units and from each to ground have to be kept 
very small. A satisfactory unit was made, eaoh section 
having a swing of 1 to 4.8 pfs. Figure 4 shows this 
condenser mounted in the 'Dummy Unit* of the bridge.

3.3.5. The Radio-frequency Amplifier and Beoelver.
The receiver in use in the apparatus is the Eddystone 

Communications Receiver, Type 680. To eliminate a small 
50 o/s component In the audio output It was found necessary 
to use a D.C. supply for the valve heaters and to build a 
well smoothed H.T. supply unit; tills unit also supplies a 
stabilised H.T. voltage for the R.F. Amplifier.

The latter Is a single stage unit, employing an aligned 
grid pentode, Mullard type EF 54. Balanced input and output 
tuned circuits are used, these being Inductively coupled to 
the coaxial feeders. A useful gain and a considerable 
improvement In the signal to noise ratio Is obtained with
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this unit.
Considerable eare was, in faot, taken to have optimum

A *'

coupling between the R.F. bridge and the preamplifier. To'V
ensure this the noise factor of the preamplifier was measured 
as a function of the loading of Its Input circuit, a noise 
diode being used* The noise factor of the receiver 
(effectively that of the preamplifier, since it has a narrow 
bandwidth and a high gain) Is given by the expression

Rr « 20 I R

where X Is the anode current in amperes which, flowing 
through a resistance R ohms, doubles the total power 
indicated at the seoond detector of the receiver^ This 
definition, and the technique of measuring follows
those given by L.A. Moxon (reference 12). The resistance 
R in the noise diode circuit is connected across the input 
terminals of the preamplifier. The procedure then is

(a) The noise diode H.T. supply is switohed off and the 
receiver R.F. gain is adjusted to give a convenient 
reading on a meter indicating seoond detector 
current. Conditions are now such as those whioh 
would exist if the receiver was perfect and the 
noise power available from the aerial of impedance 
R was HrkTB Instead of MS.
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(b) The noise diode current is now adjusted to a value 
making available an additional noise power

20 I^R kTB. The reading on tbs meter is now Mg, 
where Mg is substantially greater tiian M..

(o) The reoeiver gain is now turned down until the
meter reading is again M^, the diode current being 
kept constant.

(d) Finally the noise diode current is increased to Ig 
until the meter reading is again Mg.

In (a) and (b) M^ and Mg correspond to a nolee power ratio 
N,/(N^ ♦ 20 l^R), and in (o) and (d) to a ratio (N, ♦ 201,R)/
(N„ ♦ 20ZgR ). These two ratios, being equal, give

20 I^R
Ig - 2I1

KR say.

2Np and X x 10 are plotted as functions of R for the 
two preamplifiers constructed in figure 6.

The noise diode circuit is then replaced by the
2connection from the R.F. bridge, and the value of K x 10 

is measured for different values of the coupling condensers, 
°U and C6, (see figure 5). The final value chosen was

“ c6 « 7 pfs. Nr was then about 2.5.
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3.3.6. The Narrow band, £ooh-ln Amplifier.

In order to increase the sensitivity of the apparatus 
a seleotive, lock-ln amplifier Is used. The fonn of the 
unit oonstruoted follows very closely that desorlhed by 
R.H. Dlcke (reference 13).

To plot out a line shape at any partioular temperature, 
the bridge Is balanced to the desired degree and the 25 o/s 
modulation of the main field Is reduced to a small fraction 
of the llnewidth. By means of field bias ooils - the 
magnetising colls In the case of the permanent magnet - 
the field is gradually moved up to, and through, the region 
where the resonance absorption occurs. The Absorption of 
energy from the ooil results in a 25 o/s sinusoidal modulation 
of the R.P. carrier. Thus any absorption of energy appears 
as a 25 o/s audio output from the second detector of the 
receiver; noise signals cause distortion of this voltage.
The output frcm the receiver passes through a selective 
amplifier to a balanced stage where It is mixed with a 25 o/s 
reference voltage suitably phased. The D.O. voltage at the 
output of the mixer stage depends on the amplitude and phase 
of the Input signal. Random noise voltages are equally 
likely to effect the output In either direction so that 
their resultant tends to zero as the time constant of the 
output meter Is Increased. Actually a D.O. amplifier Is 
inoluded between the mixer stage and the meter ; thus the 
effective time constant of the meter Is controlled by the



Figure 7. Recorder plots.

(a) Cyclohexene at 105°K.

(b) Benzene at 205°K.
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oiroult connecting these two stages. Two possible values 
were incorporated - 0.5 seconds, whioh is suitable for 
visual observation of the output meter, and 5 seconds, 
for use with the recording microammeter. As a result of 
this measuring technique, the output meter indicates the 
first differential of the absorption line.

By applying to the field bias coils a voltage which Is 
increased uniformly with time, the field is scanned at a 
constant rate. The output from the lock-in amplifier is 
then applied to a recording mlcroammeter, which traces out 
the differential of the absorption line shape. The scanning 
rate Is kept low so that the advantage of the long time 
constant in the look-in amplifier may be used. calibration 
marks are put on the traoe to give the scan rate in gauss/mln. 
Examples of two traces are shown in figure 7.

3.3.7. The 25 o/s generator and Field Modulating Equipment.

The 25 c/s generator consists of a multivibrator, 
followed by a two-stage selective amplifier employing 
synmetrloal twin-T feedback networks (reference 1U). This 
method of obtaining a 25 o/s sinusoidal voltage, although 
cumbersome, has the Important advantage that it Is easy to 
fix the phase of the voltage relative to that of the mains 
supply voltage; this eliminates beat voltages appearing in 
the output of the receiver. Besides supplying the drive 
voltage for the field modulating equipment, the generator
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gives the 25 c/s voltage necessary for the mixer stage 
of the look-in amplifier (see figure 1).

The field modulating equipment consists of a power 
amplifier capable of delivering 15 watts at 25 e/s Into 
the field modulation ooils. It is necessary that the wave
form be good; to obtain this, two 807 valves are used In a 
push-pull circuit, the output transformer having a primary 
inductance of about 200 henries.

The modulating colls for the permanent magnet were 
wound on thin ebonite formers. Bach coll consists of 
1000 turns of 22 s.w.g. wire; the ooils can be seen In 
position In figure 9.

The oscillograph sweep voltage le also obtained from 
the secondary winding of the output transformer.

calibration of Field shift and Modulating Ooils.

The field shift colls were calibrated first as follows: 
a narrow liquid resonance line was observed on the screen 
of the C.R.O., using a field modulation about 15 to 20 times 
the observed llnewidth* With no current flowing in the 
colls the frequency of the signal generator was adjusted 
until the resonance line was in the centre of the traoe, 
the receiver being retuned and the bridge rebalanced to 
keep the signal visible on the screen* When the signal 
was approximately central the modulation was reduced to 
about twice the llnewidthf this made an accurate centering 
possible. This was done and the frequenoy of the signal
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generator was then determined by lightly coupling to the 
bridge a heterodyne frequency meter, Type BO 221. Adjust- 
-ment of the frequency meter was ensured by varying its 
frequency control until eero beat between the r.f. of the 
signal generator and the het. oscillator was observed on 
the soreen of the O.R.O. This prooedure was repeated for 
ten values of the current through the shift colls. The 
results obtained were fitted to a straight line, the Blope 
of which gave the frequency shift per unit current through 
the shift colls. Using Bearden and Watt’s values (reference 7) 
for h, Planck’s constant ® 6.62363 x 1O“2^ erg.sec.

proton ■ 1.521026 x 10“^ Bohr Magnetons.
1 Bohr Magneton » 9.27100 x 10-21 erg. gauss-1.

•
and the relationship, hue this was converted into a
field shift per milliampere. The relative accuracy between 
readings of the frequency meter was better than 0.01%.

Using this result, the modulation ooils were calibrated. 
Again a narrow liquid resonance line was employed. Various 
values cf the modulation current were sent through the coils 
and the ohange in the blaB field current necessary to shift 
the signal from one end to the other of the trace on the O.R.O. 
soreen was noted in each case. This immediately gave the 
peak to pea;: field swing for any value of the current through 
the ooils.



Figure 8.
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3.3.8. The Cryostat.

The choice of a method of oooling the sample was 
determined by the requirements that (a) any temperature 
in the range 70* to 280°K be available, and (b) that the time 
taken to change from one temperature to another be kept 
reasonably short. Since the thermal capacity of the assembly 
to be cooled was very low, a gas-flow type cryostat was an 
automatic choice.

This consists of two Dewar flasks, containing the 
following No.1 - a closely wound spiral of 26 turns of
U mn. german silver tubing. Ho.2 - a section of this assembly 
is shown in figure 8. The incoming gas is cooled in passing 
round the spiral in the first Dewar, whioh is filled with 
liquid oxygen or air. The cold gas then enters the seoond 
oooling stage via the inlet pipe (2). The temperature of the 
gas at this stage depends on the flow rate being used; 
generally it is about 110*K. Xt is further coded in passing 
through the spiral (8), whioh is immersed in liquid air or 
nitrogen. The gas then passes up into the long Dewar tube 
(1), whioh is fixed to the spiral by a Oaoo ring seal (6).
The main Dewar (5) and the tube (1) are sealed with rubber 
gaskets to the top plate (U). Outlet (3) is connected to 
the pumping line.

For use with the electromagnet a specially shaped Dewar
tube was made; a straight tube can, however, be used with
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the permanent magnet, and figure 9 shows this in position 
between the pole faces. The top plate of the seoond Dewar 
is just visible, together with the pumping line. Two sets 
of metal bellows were Included in the line to reduce vibration 
of the cryostat. The front edges of the field modulating 
colls are also visible. These are clamped firmly against 
the large phosphor-bronze discs in whloh the pole caps are 
centred. The top part of the Dewar tube is unsllvered, and 
the small copper shielding can, which contains the R.P. ooil L 
(figure 5) and sample, can be seen.

Without pumping the second Dewar, the lowest temperature 
attainable with this arrangement is 96 aK, when the coolant 
is liquid oxygen. To further lower the temperature liquid 
nitrogen is used and the second Dewar is pumped; hydrogen 
is then used as a flow gas. This requires that the top of 
the Dewar tube be closed and provided with an exhaust tube 
for the cold hydrogen. A rubber stopper, sealed in, has 
been found quite satisfactory, provided that a small Dewar 
tube is used to lead the cold gas through the stopper into 
the exhaust line. This stopper, together with part of the 
small Dewar tube is also visible in figure 9.

This method of cooling has been found quite satisfactory 
and any temperature can be maintained reasonably constant 
in the range specified. Once the unit has cooled down, 
which takes a full 30 minutes, any subsequent change of 
temperature • obtained by adjusting the flow rate of the
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gas la use - takes about 15 to 20 minutes. This compares 
favourably with other methods.

*
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U. Experimental Results

U. 1 • Programme* Choice of subjects for Study.

Nuolear Rea nuance methods can he applied with 
advantage to the study of solid hydrocarbons. Structural 
investigations by X-rays yield only the positions of the 
carbon atoms ; the positions of the protons have to be 
guessed. Since, however, the inter-proton distances 
govern the local magnetic field, whioh Itself controls 
the resonance llnewidth if the lattice is effectively rigid, 
measurement of the seoond moment of the absorption line 
verifies the postulated positions of the protons. Also 
information about molecular rotations can be obtained.
Again this technique has an advantage over X-ray methods; 
these only yield suoh information if the molecule spends 
most of its time rotating. The resonance line, however, 
is affected even if each molecule only spends a small 
fraction of its time rotating.

From the praotloal aspect, the high gyromagnet ratio 
of the proton makes the hydrocarbons good subjects for 
study, since this ensures a reasonable signal strength,

4 0(reference 1, Appendix), while the zero spin of the 0 
nucleus makes the interpretation of the experimental 
results much easier.

It was intended, therefore, to study the hydrocarbons 
oyolohexane, benzene, benzene-dL and cyclohexene. These
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all have a six-membered carbon atom ring as skeleton. 
Experimental work an the first three of these has been 
completed and the results are discussed in detail in the 
following sections. A pure sample of oyelohexene could 
not be obtained in time and, therefore, the results recorded 
for this hydrocarbon cannot be considered to be so 
satisfactory s in fact, only exploratory spin-lattice 
relaxation time measurements have been made.

Cyclohexane is discussed first In section U.2. In 
particular, the applicability of the theory derived by 
Bloembergen, Puroell and Pound to explain the observed 
relaxation times in terms of the motions occurring in the 
lattice is considered.

The interpretation of the experiment al results obtained 
with benzene and benzene-d. follows in sections U.3 and 
U.U, the procedure adopted being much the same as for 
oyolohexane. These two substances are found to behave in 
a very similar manner ; it had been thought that the 
'weighting* of the molecule with the deuteron would affect 
more markedly the llnewldth transition if tunnelling were 
occurring.

Finally the results obtained for cyclohexene are
recorded.
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CYCLOHEXANE
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U.2 OYCLQHSXAMB

b.2.1 Preparation of the sample

The sample of cyclohexane examined was prepared by 
Dr. B.S. Andrew. starting with B.D.H. Oyolohexane,
Speolal for Spectroscopy, a systematlo fractional freeslng 
scheme was oarrled out, the aooepted specimen coming from 
the fifth and final stage of this process. The freeslng 
point of the fraction was 6.bb°O.

An estimation of the mole % purity of this sample 
has been made from the measured depression of the freeslng 
point. If j

H Is the mole fraction of pure cyclohexane
le the molar heat of fusion ■ 633.8 cals/mole

fi is the Gao Constant, taken as 8.31b joules/*0/mole 
T is the F.Pt. of pure cyclohexane, taken as 6.57*0,

the mean of the seven best reported values,
T is the P.Pt. of the specimen,

then
In Ha « - d H(Tq - T)

ETT '""o
To - T *»4T » 0.13’K and In «a » b.078 X 10”3dT

Taking Kjj « 1 - N« ■ mole fraction of impurity, then

ln Na “ lnO ~ “ "b » siao® 1*
Using the figures quoted, a 0.05 mole % impurity.
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Figure 10.

Benzene Unit Cell 

Figure 11.
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4. 2.2. Molecular structure.

The moleoular configuration assumed Is the puckered 
ring model shown In figure 10. This model, which has D^d 
symmetry with tetrahedral bond angles, Is based on evidence 
obtained from X-ray studies, Infra-red and Raman spectra 
and from electron diffraction experiments. X-ray workers 
(see, for example, references 15 and 16) were at most only 
able to say that a planar ring was unlikely, but recent 
evldenoe from Infra-red and Raman spectra Is more conclusive. 
Rasmussen (referenoe 17) has sumnarlsed the experimental work 
done prior to 1943 and confirms that a 'ohalr' Djd form Is 
well supported by these results. Beokett, Pltzer and Spitzer 
(reference 18) definitely confirm that this form predominates 
In gaseous oyolohexane at 25*0* while Hassel and Ottar 
(reference 19), using electron diffraction methods, also 
propose the highly symmetrical 'chair* or 'step* form, and 
suggest that the valence angles depart at most only slightly 
from the Ideal tetrahedral value.

Summarising the results reported In references 19 to 26 
the value of the 0 - 0 distance in the molecule has been taken 
as 1.54 i 0.01 A», and the 0 - H dlstanoe as 1.10 * 0.01 A.

4.2.3. Crystal structure.
The crystal structure of oyolohexane has been determined 

by 0. Hassel and A.M. Sommerfeldt (reference 27). The 
structure Is cubic, with 4 molecules per unit cell. These
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molecules have their oentreB of gravity at + +4 ’ ii-i ’ 
i H ’ + 11 ’ and their triad axes are the four
cross diagonals of the oube, of side a ■ 8.76a. Hassel 
and Sammerfeldt also noted that at about 10* below the 
melting point the moleoulee appear to possess considerably 
more rotational freedom than at -40°C, the temperature at 
whloh they determined the structure. This rotational 
freedom was looked for by Carpenter and Halford (referenoe 
28) using Infra-red spectroscopic methods, but they found 
no evidence to confirm or deny such motion.

The only experimental results on whloh an estimate of 
the lattice contraction oan be based are contained In 
references 27, 29 and 30. These give the following figures
for the volume of the unit cell :

Temperature Vol. ora3 x 10“22 Referenoe
280 6.69 30
273 6.69 30268 6.68 27265 6.72 27
233 6.72 (?) 2720 5.U9 29

Thus the cell volume at 2O°K Is 82% of the volume at 273*K. 
This has to be compared with a figure of 90% for the benzene 
lattioe for whloh some more figures are available. This 
difference is not unexpected, however, since there Is a 
first order phase transition In oyelohexane at 186*K.
For benzene there is a volume change of 13.5% on melting, 
oompared with the figure of 5*7% for cyclohexane) thus an 8%
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change of volume at the transition temperature Is quite 
reasonable. Assuming, therefore, that suoh a change does 
take place, the volume of the unit cell at 100* to 110*X 
Is 89% of the value at 273*K. This figure Is good enough 
since, in faot, the actual crystal structure below the 
transition temperature is unknown. The effect of lattloe 
contraction an the lntermoleoular contribution to the seoond 
moment for the rigid lattice Is discussed In section 4.2.5.

4.2.4. Thermal Data.
A number of measurements have been made of the transition 

temperature, heats of transition and fusion, and of the 
speolflo heat as a function of temperature. These are given 
In references 31 to 34. Mean values are t—

Transition Temperature 
Heat of transition
Heat of fusion

186.10 * 0.05*K 
1609 oal./raole. 
630 cal./mole.

4.2.5. The Absorption Speotrum.
The first derivative of the absorption line shape has

been plotted out at temperatures In the range 100 to 280*K, 
using the lock-ln amplifier. This was done on lowering and 
raising the temperature, since It was found that supercooling 
of the solid through the transition temperature could occur. 
Since the cyclohexane Is sealed In a small ampule, the
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temperature was measured by a thermocouple placed very close 
to the sample In the cold gae stream.

The llnewidth, defined as the interval in gauss between 
points of maximum and minimum slope, is plotted as a function 
of the temperature in figure 12.

The second moments of the absorption lines have been 
calculated, and are plotted against the temperature of the 
sample in figure 13. Van Vleck defines the (2n)th moment of 
the line shape as :

V*
J (See reference 6)

• 09

This oan he written as :
4-

-O0

since vanishes except when is very nearly equal to 
where ~)0 is the resonant frequency for a field H . since,
ln praotloe, the frequenoy is fixed and the field H la varied, 
the expression for the (2n)th moment has to he written explicitly 
in terms of S t if h - H - H . then »

° 4-tO

— aa
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Patting n a 1 to obtain the second moment, and normalising t

Seoond Moment
s' r'

The quantity df (h)/dh » 7(h) is the quantity indicated in 
arbitrary units by the output meter of the lock-in amplifier. 
The Integrals are evaluated using the trapezium mile, i.e.

f i p,r. aSecond Moment « — gauss •3kK m

This expression has been used throughout to calculate the 
second moment of the experimental line plots.

Below 15O°K the second moment is constant (figure 13) 
indicating that the lattice is effectively rigid* The mean 
experimental value of the seoond moment between 100*K and 
150°K is 26.0 *0.5 gauss • A theoretical value has been 
calculated assuming the moleoular model discussed in 
section U.2.2* This calculation consists of two parts j
(a) the calculation of the intramolecular contribution, and
(b) the calculation of the lntermoleoular contribution*
Since

Second Moment » — 2 gauss2, (see section 2.2)

only the inter-proton distances are required. The ’intra1
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ocontribution 1b 17*28 gauss', If one makes the reasonable
assumption that the bond, lengths are not contracted. There
is sone uncertainty, however, In the calculation of the
'inter* contribution as was indicated in seotion 4*2.3. The
crystal structure was determined at 233«K ; a calculation
of the 'inter' contribution using the unit cell else measured 

aat that temperature gives only a lower limit of 7*40 gauss .
Allowing a 5% linear contraction of the lattioe the
contribution becomes 13*44 gauss t this must be considered
as an upper limit, since the change in structure at 186®K
will in all probability increase the shortest proton-proton
distances (now only 2a). if all the inter-molecular
distances are considered to be contracted by 5%, an lnter- 

2contribution of 10*03 gauss is obtained; this is a more
preasonable value and compares with 9® 6 gauss , a value based

on the 1inter1 contribution for normal hexane® (Dr. E.R.
Andrew has related empirically the lattice energy of apolar
molecular solids, such as n-hexane and cyclohexane, to the
inter-molecular contribution to the second moment of the
resonance spectrum of such solids)®

The best value from these results is taken as 10.0 t A.5 
2

gau&B • Hence the total rigid lattice second moment is 27® 3
± 1®5 gauss • The agreement between the measured and 
calculated values provides general confirmation of the 
molecular structure assumed, namely D3d symmetry, with bond
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angles of 109*28*, C - 0 bond lengths of 1.54 A and 0 - H 
bond lengths of 1*10 A.

Between 155*K and 180*K the absorption line narrows, 
the seoond moment falling to 6.U gauss . The molecular 
motion most likely to set ln Is reorientation of each 
molecule about Its triad axis. It Is presumed that this 
motion Is hindered ln the sense that the molecules only 
occasionally are able to surmount the potential barrier 
opposing the motion - l.e., the motion Is discontinuous,
the molecules mowing between their equilibrium positions.

The theoretical seoond moment for a lattice in which
suoh motion Is occurring has been obtained by modification
of the Van Vleck formula (see Appendix 1)> the lntra-molecular
contribution is reduced to 3.6U gauss2 and the 'Inter*

2contribution to 2*Uj. gauss • Owing to the very lengthy 
calculations involved in finding the effect of this motion 
of the 1 inter1 contribution, only a skeleton calculation has 
been possible* Hence the figure 2*UU gauss is only a very 
reasonable estimate* The final theoretical value of the 
second moment for the non-rigid lattice is 6*1 £ 1*0 gauss2, 

where these are safe error limits and include both the 
approximation mentioned and the doubt arising from the lack 
of knowledge of the crystal structure below the transition 
temperature* The agreement between the experimental and
calculated values is satisfactory*
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The solid-solid phase transition at 186*K is accompanied
toy a discontinuous change in the llnewldth and seoond moment
when the temperature is toeing raised. Some supercooling
through the transition occurs if the temperature is toeing
lowered ; this effect is shown in figure 12. The latent
heat of transition is some 2J times that at fusion, and
indicates that a relatively large inorease in molar volume
ooaurs. This results in a loosening up of the struoture whioh
reduces the potential harriers hindering moleoular reorientations 

2The reduction of the seoond moment to atoout 1.U gauss
implies that the molecules can now reorientate atoout axes 
other than the triad. The possibility of a general motion 
atoout fixed eentree of gravity is not unlikely. Unfortunately, 
averaging of the term (3 oos2©^ - in the Van Vleok

formula over suoh a motion is not feasible, and so an exact 
theoretical value for the seoond moment when suoh motion
occurs cannot toe calculated. In Appendix 2 approximate

2theoretloal values of 1.11 and 1.32 gauss are obtained.
2The experimental value falls from 1*5 gauss at 190eK to

21*1 gauss at 225*K« The agreement between these figures 
certainly gives weight to the suggestion that such a motion 
is occurring in the solid state at this temperature*

Between 22O°K and 2hO*K the second moment again decreases. 
this time to a value lees than 0*01 gauss2* This Indicates
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a further increase in molecular freedom. In Appendix 3 
it is shown that no form of motion about fixed centres of 
gravity oan reduce the seoond moment below 0.05 gauss .
It is thus neoessary to postulate that above about 23O*K 
the molecules oan diffuse through the lattioe. Hassel and 
Somnerfeldt (referenoe 27) noted that their X-ray pictures 
taken at approximately 270*X differed markedly frcm these 
taken at 233*K, presumably due to this effeot. If, in faot, 
this process is occurring, one requires to suppose that, 
at about 225*K, the molecules make approximately 5 x 10^ 

random Jumps per seoond each of the order of 5 A, since 
the same considerations must apply to this prooess as were 
discussed for molecular reorientation in seotlon 2.2. This 
gives an average displacement of the oentre of gravity of 
the molecule of 10“^ om/see.

4.2.6. spln-lattloe Relaxation Time Measurements.
The spln-lattloe relaxation time T1, introduced ln 

seotlons 2.1 and 2.3, has been measured between 120*K and 
room temperature. A plot of T1 against temperature is 
shown ln figure 14.

The method used to determine T. at any particular 
temperature depends on (a) its order of magnitude and (b) 
whether or not the true width of the absorption speotrum 
oan be measured. Three methods have been used for oyolohexanei

(1) A direct measurement of T. is possible if it is



greater than about 30 seconds. To do this a high R.F
level Is used so that, In equation (6), seotion 2.3,
'MVz becomes very much greater than unity. The 

observed absorption Intensity falls to sero, and the 
signal disappears. The R.F. level Is then reduoed by a 
factor of 100 and the subsequent regrowth of the signal 
observed on the output meter. The slope of a plot of the 
meter reading against time, on semi-log paper, gives the 
value of T, at the temperature of the measurement.
Relaxation times up to 1000 seconds have been measured In 
this way.

(2) An Indirect method has to be used for times shorter 
than 30 seoonds and is that discussed by Bloembergen et al. 
(referenoe 1, pp. 689-692). For cyclohexane, case 2 applies, 
the minimum value of the product T. being about 25.
The basic assumption made in this method Is that the same 
degree of saturation is associated with the same Intensity 
of absorption; that Is, £ intensity occurs when n « £n , 
or « 1. Thue for two values of the temperature
denoted hy A and B

where 2H^A Is the R.F. amplitude whloh reduces the 
observed signal to half of Its maximum value at temperature A, 
eto. The ratio is ol3tain0d the ratio of
the llnewidths at the two temperatures, and H. Is proportional
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to the signal generator output. The proportionality faotor 
Is determined by measuring T^ at a temperature at whioh 
both methods (1) and (2) oan be used. This saturation 
method could not be used above 230*K for oyolohexane.
At this temperature the llnewldth is of the same order of 
magnitude as the field lnhomogenelty over the sample ; 
there is then no simple way of measuring Tg.

(3) However, the extreme narrowness of the absorption 
speotrum ensures a very good signal to noise ratio, whioh 
allows the absorption signal to be displayed on the screen 
of an osolllosoope. Method (1) is then used, the regrowth 
of the signal being filmed with a oine camera. The values 
of T, at temperatures above 230’K have been obtained in 
this way; there is good agreement between the T^ values 
obtained by methods (2) and (3) at 230*K, the change-over 
temperature. T. was also measured at two values above the 
melting point, and these points are inoluded in figure 1U.

The interpretation of the temperature dependence of 
T. is based on the treatment of spln-lattloe interaction 
given in referenoe 1. Briefly this is as follows :

The position coordinates of the nuclei vary with time 
due to the motion of the molecules of whioh they are part. 
Motion of one nucleus J relative to another k sets up 
at k an osoillatlng magnetic field with a frequency 
speotrum oharaoterlstlo of the motion. This speotrum
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contains components which can induce transitions. For 
the case of protons with I « i the general formula for 
the spin-lattice relaxation time due to dipole-dipole 
interaction is

| » j ♦ W2(2^o)) (1)

This is equation (3U) in reference 1. Here y, A and I 
have their usual significance and and Jg are the 
intensities of the Fourier spectra of the position 
coordinates involved. These spectra are expressed as 
functions of a single correlation time ~g for all 
coordinates. That is t

JG) - <F(t)F*(t)>_ (2)

where F(t) is the instantaneous value of the position 
coordinate considered. From (1) and (2),

1 !(!♦ •*)[ ~i (3)
— I + W * S’.1 .J

Bloembergen et al applied this to water, assuming that 
only one neighbour of a given proton was Important and 
that this neighbour was at a fixed distance b. Hence
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giving

(U)

where

When ■ 1/T2, T1 le a minimum and equal to 3^/2 4/* C^.
Thus 0^ can he evaluated. However, In oyolohexane, the 
traneltlon at 186*K prevents the minimum helng observed 
and so 0^ cannot he directly found In this way.

Below 186*K, however, , since T1 le Increasing
rapidly with decreasing temperature. Then

2
3C, (6)

£/rtand If 
of height

, which implies a potential harrier
E hindering the reorientation process, then

and log 108 ,2‘ 5^ ♦ fe log • <7>

If, then, the theory Is a fair description of the 
relaxation mechanism, a plot of log T1 against the 
reciprocal of the absolute temperature, T, should give 
a straight line j figure 13 shows this plot. From the



transition temperature 186*K down to 165°K a linear 
relationship exists as predicted. This is just the 
temperature range in whloh the first reduotion of the 
llnewidth occurs. Below 165°K, however, log T. is less 
than predicted, indicating that is shorter than is to 
he expected from thia one mechanism alone. The effective
ness of another process (or processes) is now showing up. 
The slope jlog10e of the straight line portion yields 

the value of 11 * 1 Koal/mole for E, the height of the 
potential harrier restricting motion about the triad axis 
of the molecule. Equation (7) also gives a value for 
1/ J, 0. , where -J. ■ 1/2x % ,

1.77 x 10'M sec3. (for E « 11 Koal/mole) 
(8)

The llnewidth transition associated with the onset 
of the motion about the triad axis has been synthesised 
using the value for barrier height obtained from the 
relaxation time measurements. Gutowsky and Pake (referenoe 5) 
proposed this idea, but they simply used the barrier height 
as a fitting parameter. Equation (15) of referenoe 5 is t

(**)2 - B2 + C2 tan"1 (9)

where fa is the linewldth measured between points of 

maximum and minimum slope of the absorption line ; -5. is
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correlation frequency a 1/2% X J Is a constant of 
order unity. At low temperatures -0e-» o and fl? j

this 1b tbs rigid lattloe llnewldth. At high temperatures 
9. -* 00 and . That le, equation (9) describes
a llnewldth transition from a value + o2j to a

smaller value 3, thia reduction being due to the onset 
of a speolflo motion.

To oompute the llnewldth transition, -9. , appearing 
in (8), has to be calculated from the experimental data.
-0. ■ exp le substituted In (9), whioh la then
rearranged to read i

«AP H -^e (10)

where <fH Is the llnewldth expressed. In gauss, values 
for &H are then substituted and the corresponding values 
of the temperature calculated. The smooth curve in figure 
16 le a plot of (10) obtained la this way. The agreement 
with the experimental values, whioh are also shown, is good.

calculation shews that the minimum value of the 
relaxation time (« 0.09 seconds) would have occurred at
2O9’K.

A value for 0^ (equation 5) has been calculated 
assuming that the relative motion of the neighbour proton 
in the same OHg group predominates the relaxation prooess. 
(This assumption Is similar to that made by Bloembergen 
et al). The value obtained la 9.09 x 10^ aeo"2. Thia has
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to be compared with a value of 3 i 10^ obtained

experimentally. An error faotor of two, which embraces 
both the uncertainties ln ol and s and in the graphical 
analysis, must be quoted fcr this result. In view of the 
simplifying assumptions made, the agreement between these 
figures Is reasonable and allows us to conclude that the 
spln-lattloe relaxation process over the temperature range 
165*K to 186°K Is In the main controlled by the relative 
motion of the two protons ln the OH- groups ln the molecules.

Above the transition temperature, the mean frequenoy 
of reorientation Is greater than 23.U Mo/s, the operating 
frequenoy, since Is now increasing with Increasing 
temperature. A further decrease In T. accompanies the 
onset of the proposed 'diffusion* process around 2U0°K.
The absence of a measurable discontinuity ln T. (and, for 
that matter, ln the seoond moment) at the melting point 
emphasises the marked freedom of the molecules ln the 
solid state at this temperature.
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U.3. BBN2BNB

U.3.1• Preparation of the sample.
The sample of benzene examined was kindly supplied 

by Professor Everett of university College* Dundee* and 
was prepared as follows. Starting with AnalaS grade 
benzene* the sulphur compounds were first removed) the 
benzene was then fractionally frozen twelve tines and 
finally distilled. The melting point of the sample was 
5.32*0. This gives an estimated Impurity content of 0.005 
mole% If the true melting point Is taken as 5.53*0* the 
value measured by workers at the National Bureau of Standards, 
(reference 55). A small additional amount of impurity may 
have been Introduced ln transferring the benzene to thet
specimen ampule. The sample examined, however, certainly 
contained less than 0*05 mole% impurity (cf. cyclohexane).

U.3.2. Molecular Structure.

The generally accepted model has been assumed* namely 
that the six carbon atone fora a plane hexagon and that each 
carbon has a side bond hydrogen atom. Thus a plane hexagon 
of protons is formed* the molecule having a hexad symmetry 
axis ln addition to Its six dlad axes. The values assumed 
for the 0-0 bond length (1.39A) and the 0-H bond length 
(1.08A) are those used by B.S. Andrew (reference 8). The

5U.

0-0 bond length is that found by L.O. Brockway and J.M.
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Robertson (referenoe 60) and the C-H bond length Is
Intermediate between 1.09A for -0-H and 1.07A for =0-H 
(referenoe 23). These values are well supported by the 
recent electron diffraction experiments of I.L. Karie 
(referenoe 43)*

U. 3.3. Crystal structure.

The crystal structure of solid benzene has been 
determined by E.O. Cox (reference 44). The unit cell is 
orthorhombic, and at -22*0 has dimensions, a « 7.44A, 
b ■ 9.65A and o ■ 6.81A. * it contains four molecules whioh 
are arranged with their planes parallel to the b axis and 
making angles of 40 degrees with the plans (100)} figure 11 
shows a model of the unit cell. The smallest inter-molecular 
oarbon-oarbon distance for this structure is somewhat larger 
than usually found in organic compounds.

The unit cell dimensions have been detennined at various 
temperatures in the range 20°K to 273*K (references 45 to 49 
and 31 to 54), and A. Euken and E. Llndenberg have measured 
the mean expansion coefficient for approximately 20* intervals 
in the range 193*K to 273°K (referenoe 50). Prom these 
results the volume of the unit cell at 80*X has been estimated 
to be 95.2% of Cox's value; l.e., there has been a linear 
lattioe contraction of 1/3.(4.8)% » 1.6%.

Benzene, unlike cyclohexane, does not undergo a change
of crystal structure in the temperature range covered.
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U«3.5» The Absorption Spec tram.
Using the look-in amplifier and field-scanning device 

the first derivative of the absorption line was recorded 
at temperatures in the range 75°K to 268*K, and from these 
plots the llnewidths and seoond moments have been calculated. 
(The lower plot in figure 7 is the recorded first derivative 
of the absorption line in benzene at 205*K)» Figures 17 
and 18 show the temperature variation of the llnewldth and 
seoond moment respectively.

The seoond moment is constant below 85®K indicating
that the lattloe le effectively rigid. The mean experimental
value for the rigid lattloe is 9»75 * 0.25 gauss2. a

theoretloal value has been calculated assuming the moleoular
and crystal structures discussed, and assuming a linear
lattloe contraction of 1«6%. The Intra-molecular contribution 

2is 3»29 gauss , and the inter-molecular contribution 6*52
2 2 gauss , giving a total calculated value of 9*81 gauss .

This is in good agreement with the experimental value.
The signal to noise ratio obtained with benzene was 

somewhat less than that for oyolohexane. However , the low 
field-scanning rate enabled the long time constant coupling 
circuit to be used to the output stage of the.look-in 
amplifier, and this effected a very marked improvement.
It appears, therefore, that the small discrepancy between 
the calculated and measured values of the rigid lattloe
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seoond moment reported by E.R. Andrew (referenoe 8) wee
due to the limitations of the recording technique and to
the use of too large a field modulation amplitude ln an
attenqpt to Improve the signal strength*

The Absorption line narrows between 85*K and 135*K 
fiand the seoond moment falls to 1.7 gauss*. The molecular 

motion most likely to occur appears to he reorientation 
about the hexad axis whioh is normal to the plane of the 
molecule. .Angular osoillatlon and reorientation about the 
dlad axes oannot, however, be completely excluded. The 
effects of reorientation about the hexad axis on both the 
'Intra' and 'inter' contributions to the seoond moment have
been calculated (see Appendix 1). The 'intra' contribution

2 2la reduced from 3.29 gauss to 0.82 gauss , and the 'Inter' 
contribution from 6*52 gauss to 0*91 ± o«5 gauss , giving 
a total reduced seoond moment of M i o*5 gauss2.

Reorientation about one of eaoh of the two types of
dlad axis has also been considered. The effeot on the •Intra*

ocontribution Is the same for both, reducing It to 1.13 gauss . 
The effeot of reorientation about the dlad axis parallel to 
the b axis of the unit cell on the 1 inter* contribution Is 
to reduce it to 1*71 ± 0*5 gauss2, thus giving a total 
reduced value for the seoond moment of 2«8 a 0.5 gauss2. 

Motion about the other dlads Is likely to yield essentially 
similar values. Hence reorientation about one dlad alone 
appears Insufficient to reduce the second moment to the
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observed value* Motion about the hexad axis alone, however, 
does give a reduoed seoond moment whioh agrees well with that 
observed experimentally.

It seems, therefore, that the motion occurring Initially 
Is a discontinuous rotation of the moleoulee about their 
hexad axes* Angular oscillations and occasional reorientations 
about the died axes may also occur, together with vibration 
of the centres of gravity of the molecules and of the nuclei 
within the molecules* one or more of these possible motions 
are probably responsible for the gradual decrease In the 
second moment between 135*K and 268*K (1»7 to 1.5 gauss ).
In section U*3.7 It Is shown that the proposed motion about 
the hexad axis Is not Incompatible with the Interpretations 
of the Raman spectra given by A. Fruhling, I* Iohlshlma and 
S. Mlzushlma (references 56 and 57).

U* 3*6< Spin-lattice Relaxation Time Measurements.
The spin-lattice relaxation time has beeh measured and 

is shown as a function of the temperature In figure 19*
Below 1019K the relaxation times were long enough to measure 
directly (see section U*2*6)* Above this temperature the 
saturation technique was employed; since, however, the 
linewldth remains considerably greater than the field 
Inhomogeneity over the volume of the sample, It was not 
necessary or, In fact, feasible to use the cine film method.
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The interpretation of the relaxation time data 
follows that outlined for oyolohexane. Since, however, 
no polymorphic change occurs, the minimum value of T^ 
le observed. The values of log have been plotted 
against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature for 
the region where T^ is increasing rapidly with decreasing 
temperature. Equation 7, seotlon U.2.6 applies :

log T^ • log i

This assumes that the so-called barrier height £ is 
Independent of the temperature; to a first approximation, 
at least, this will be true over the limited temperature 
range 75*X to 135*K* Figure 20 shows this plot: the 
straight line has been fitted using a least squares 
calculation and gives the value for S of 3«7U * 0.20 Kcal/ 
mole. This represents the height of the potential barrier 
hindering the reorientation about the hexad axis.

Combining the llnewidth data and the value obtained
for S, - 'gyvT has been calculated. This has been done 
by re-writing equation 9, section U.2.6 as

-

Since /

■^O

2

and ,2^ h then s
£/rt

T

(1)

(2)
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(3)

whioh gives on substituting Known quantities j

looo
/oo

h'')»

The experimental values of log were then plotted
against the corresponding values of 1/T and the constant 
log in equation (3)» ad3usted to give best flti
Prom this constant the value of in terms of the quantity

has been calculated; again oZ is a constant of order 
unity embracing both the doubts in the integration limits 
used in forming equation (1) and a factor Intimately 
connected with the line shape of the resonance* Using the 
value of so obtained, the calculated minimum value of

is 0.126 seconds.
The measured T«j values have been converted into 

values using the expression

£/&r
It the barrier height le considered constant, then r.-r. a 
as above. Thus

log ■ log~r. + | log e -i (U)

where is the operating angular frequency* Prom (U) 
we see that a plot of log*>^ agalnBt 1/T should be a 
straight line and should have a slope equal to that of the 
log T4v, 1/T plot. That this is essentially true over moot
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of the temperature range covered oan he seen frcm figure 21. 
The straight line has. In faot, been drawn with a slope 
corresponding to 3.7U Koal/foole. The divergence of the 
experimental points at the high temperature end of the 
plot Indicates that 7. Is becoming shorter than predicted 
toy equation U j this Is equivalent to saying that the 
barrier height Is less than at lower temperatures.

Using the calculated value of T. min., the llnewidth 
transition has been synthesised as described In seotlon 
U.2.6 for oyolohexane. Figure 22 shows that calculated 
and experimental values are ln agreement, Indicating 
consistency ln the analysis.

The interpretation of the relaxation time data Is 
therefore satisfactory provided it is assumed that «■ has 
the value 0.29, or, of course, that a systematlo error 
occurs in measuring T^ near the minimum, individual 
measurements of T. well removed frcm the minimum are 
reliable to within A 15% t within this range the saturation 
technique used to measure T^ corresponds to Case 2 
discussed by Bloembergen et al.ln referenoe 1. The 
criterion of case 2 Is that 2x~)„T^ » 1, where Is
the field modulation frequenoy, in this case 25 o/s. In 
faot even at the minimum 2x ■» 6, thus still being 
somewhat greater than unity. Consequently T^ values, 
calculated from the saturation curves assuming case 2 
throughout, are certainly unlikely to toe more than 50% out.
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Thus the total probable error In the measured value of 
T. min. Is about 35%. The value of * , therefore, must 
be assumed to be about 1/3. If, as proposed by Bloembergen 
et al (referenoe 1, p.699), the Integration limits assumed 
in formulating (1) are taken as * 2A~>, where m is the 
B.ll.S. llnewidth, then <* has the following values »

Line shape
Gaussian 
Sinusoidal 
Half sinusoid 
Triangular

» 2
1.0
0.72
0.44
0.41 (min.)

Above and below the llnewidth transition temperature the 
experimental values of 2 for benzene am 0*90 and 0*65
respectively, giving a mean value of about 0.80. On the 
whole It Is considered that the Integration limits 1 2ZW 
are rather generous : any reduotion of these, of course, 
reduces the values of <* given above* Thus the experimental 
value of « 0*3 Is not unreasonable when the experimental 
uncertainty In T^ Is also taken Into account.

U.3* 7. Correlation with the observed Raman Spectrum*
Four lines have been found In the Raman spectrum of

solid benzene. The three Independent Investigations made 
to date (references 56 to 58) have produced results which 
agree well as to the frequency of the lines. However, there 
has not been the same agreement on the Interpretation of the
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speotrum. Quoting only Fruhllng’s results as representativet

Temperature "C faknes J.n ,cm~^ Half-widths in OXQ

‘'ifc w to.
0 35 63 69 105 8 15 8 20
-37 U5 69 78 112
*50 hl 70 32 110
-75 52 71 86 117 6 9 6 7
-85 53 Ih f 117

Fruhllng, for Instance, considers -J. and. 4, are the lines 
due to the oscillation of the moleoules about their hexad 
axes, whereas Ichlshlma and Mlzushlraa consider that, since 
the llne(s) due to oscillation about the hexad axis might 
be expeoted to become broader and weaker at higher 
temperatures due to moleoular reorientation, represents 
the hexad oscillation.

What, however, is fundamentally important Is that a 
Raman line Is observed whioh is very likely to be due to 
the angular oscillation of the molecules about their hexad 
axes. If, say, the line due to suoh an oscillation has 
frequency , then In the presenoe of reorientation It 
can only be observed if , where la the average
reorientation frequency of the moleoules. Further, if the 
Raman line has an observed width , then the even more
stringent requirement that Is greater than -}t must
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be fulfilled. Considering the linewidths at 0*0 obtained 
by Pruhling, is about 3 x 1011 o/s. This has to be 

compared with the experimental value found for -?« from 
the relaxation time measurements. At -5*0, this is 8.1 
x 10° o/s. Thus is certainly less than ^a , and the 

reorientation about the hexad axis proposed in this 
investigation is compatible with the published interpretations 
of the Raman spectra (references 56 and 57).

Extrapolating the measured "'h values to 0*0 gives 
a value of « 2.U x 1010 o/s. Por the line, =
6 x 101^ o/s t thus the ratio is not very large,

and perhaps the marked broadening of the -V line between 
-75*0 and 0*0 is due to the reorientation effect, as 
suggested by lohishima and Misushima.
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section 4.4

BENZENE -



Temperature °K.
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U.U BENZENE - d1

U.U. 1 General
The specimen examined was kindly supplied toy 

Professor Ingold, University College, London.
The important difference between this substance and 

the others examined is that here there are two speoies of 
nuclear magnets present ln the crystal lattice. Hence 
both the proton andfeuteran resonances could have been 
observed ; ln faot, only the proton resonanoe was examined

U.1+.2 Molecular and crystal structures.
The following reasonable assumptions have been made 

about the molecular and crystal structures i
(a) The molecule is planar as for benzene and the 

dimensions are also ldentioal.
(b) The crystal structure also remains unaltered 

except ln so far as there is now one deuteron 
randomly distributed in eaoh molecular group of 
six sites.

U.U.3 The Absorption Speotrum.
The measured width and seoond moment of the absorption

line are shown as functions of the temperature ln figures 
23 and 2U. Below 85"K the lattioe is effectively rigid
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(of. benzene), the mean experimental value of the seoond 
2moment being 7.77 * 0.25 gauss . The calculation of the 

corresponding theoretical value differs somewhat from that 
for cyclohexane and benzene since the presence of the 
deuterons has also to be considered. The form of Van 
Vleok’s formula used (see section 2.2) Is t

Second Moment Z_ V 4 1

Here the seoond term represents the contribution from the
deuterons. This gives for the ’intra' contribution 2.65

2 2 gauss , of whloh only 0.02 gauBs oomes from the second 
term, since a random distribution of the deuterons over 
the six available sites In eaoh molecule has been assumed, 
so far as the 'Inter' contribution Is concerned eaoh site 
oan be considered to aooommodate 5/6th of a proton and 1/6th 
of a deuteron. Accordingly, the proton-proton oontributlan 
Is 5/6th of that In the case of benzene, while the protan- 
deuteron oontributlan Is 1/6th of that of benzene multiplied 
by the reduotion factor

tr
i rOo . j1- from equation (1) above.

The 'inter' contribution at 80*K Is, therefore, 5.U6 gauss2, 

and the total caloulated seoond moment for the rigid lattioe
pis 3«11 gauss • The agreement between the experimental and

theoretical values Is reasonably good and supports the
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assumptions made In the previous seotion.
Between 85°K ana 135°K the absorption line narrows 

and the seoond moment falls to 1.2 gauss . Thus the 
linewidth transition ooours in the same temperature 
interval as in benzene, in view of the similarity of 
behaviour of the two substances, the effect of motion 
about an axis perpendicular to the plane of the molecule 
has been calculated. The intra-molecular contribution 
to the seoond moment is reduced to 0.66 gauss while 
the new ’inter’ contribution is 0.75 * 0.U gauss2 t the 

latter figure has been obtained by assuming the reduced 
'inter' contribution (0.91 gauss ) found for benzene.
Thus, when motion about the pseudo-hexad axis ooours, the

ototal calculated second moment is 1.U x O.U gauss , whioh 
is in reasonable agreement with the experimental value,
1.2 gauss2, at 135°K.

The seoond moment falls slightly between 135°K and 
276*K. This may again be due to angular oscillations and 
occasional reorientations about the dlad axes of which 
there are now four, one true dlad and three pseudo diads. 
The effect on the 'intra' contribution of reorientation 
about these axes has been considered. The effeot on the 
'inter* contribution has not been considered in detail but 
an approximate value will be 5/6th of the corresponding 
contribution for benzene, namely 1.U gauss •
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These results are listed below j

Axis
♦Intra* ’Inter* 

(gauss2)

Total Second
Moment
(gauss2)

H0H True Dlad 1.31 2.71 .H

I•/): pseudo-dlad 1. 0.71 2.1

H i 3>

pseudo—dlad 2. 0.93
H I M

2.3

H ’_ H<p»
H | H

pseudo-diad 3. 0.87 2.3

Vibration of the centres of gravity of the molecules 
and of the nuolel within the molecules could also 
contribute an effeot as the temperature Is further raised. 
The main llnewidth transition, however, appears to be 
due to the onset of molecular reorientation about the 
pseudo-hexad axle.
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Figure 26.
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U.U.U Spin-lattice Relaxation Time Measurements.
The spin-lattice relaxation time has been measured 

and Is shown as a function of the temperature in figure 25. 
The methods used to obtain T<j and the Interpretation of 
the experimental data follow precisely those for benzene. 
Again the first step has been to obtain a value for B, 
the barrier height opposing the reorientation about the 
pseudo-hexad axis; figure 26 shows the plot of log

against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. Two 
points (at 90°K and 85*K) have not been plotted. At 
these temperatures the measured T. values were definitely 
lower than expected and accordingly they were not Included 
in the least squares analysis used to obtain the best 
value of B from the experimental points. The faot that 
T^ Is less than expected below about 90*K makes It 
necessary to assume that some additional relaxation 
mechanism is becoming more important (cf. cyclohexane 
below 165°K). The value obtained for B is 3*90 * 0.20 
Koal/mole. This has to be compared with 3>7U Kcal/raole 
for benzene.

The calculated minimum value for T^ Is 0.105* 
seconds. Since the observed minimum value is 0.039 
seconds and since there Is no reason to expect a large 
experimental error, <* again must have a value of -1/3.

The measured T. values have been converted Into
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values and these are plotted against the reolprooal of 
the absolute temperature in figure 27. A straight line 
has been drawn with a slope corresponding to S ■ 3.90 
Koal/mole. The experimental points fit this line well 
over most of the temperature range Investigated, Indicating 
that the barrier height B Is effectively constant. There 
Is, however, a marked departure at both ends of the plot.
At the low temperature and the experimental values of T. 
are less than predicted by the linear relationship j thus 
It appears that another mechanism Is partially 

controlling the relaxation mechanism below about 90*K.
At the high temperature end the divergence of the points 
Indicates that the potential barrier opposing the 
reorientation about the pseudo-hexad axis Is decreasing 
quite rapidly with Increasing temperature.

Finally, the llnewldth transition has been reconstructed 
using the calculated value of T^ min. This Is shown In 
figure 28 together with the experimental points.

The marked similarity In the behaviour of benzene 
and benzene-d. suggests It Is unlikely that quantum-mechanical 
tunnelling about the hexad axis Is responsible for the 
reduction of the llnewldth between 85’K and 135*K.
E.K. Andrew and D. ter Haar (reference 59) have Investigated 
the difference In tunnelling rates of the two substances.
This depends on the difference in moments of inertia of the
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two molecules and upon the assumptions made about the 
angular width of the potential barrier opposing the 
free reorientation of the molecules, it has been shown 
that for angular widths greater than about three degrees 
this difference Is at least 20%. v<hlle, of course, it 
Is lees than this for very narrow barriers, which are 
considered unlikely, It rises fairly rapiaiy as the barrier 
width Is Increased, and at the maximum width of about 
thirty degrees the tunnelling rate for benzene Is between 
two and three times that for benzene - d^. These figures 
support the view that tunnelling does not play an Important 
role here.
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Two samples have been examined; both were of the 
highest purity grade obtainable commercially In the United 
Kingdom, but no reliable figures of their percentage 
compositions could be obtained* One sample was supplied 
by B*D*H. and the other by I»C*I*, designated 'spectroscopic
ally pure'. It Is evident, however, from the experimental 
observations - see seotion U*5«5 - that the relaxation 
mechanism Is being affected by the Impurity centres In the 
lattice; but It Is very unlikely that the Impurity content 
Is sufficient to modify the rigid lattice line shape* Thus 
some useful Information Is available from the observations 
reported In the following sections* Since, however, there 
is some doubt of the validity of the relaxation time 
measurements and of the temperatures at which the linewldth 
transitions occur, a full Interpretation of the experimental 
data Is not attempted*

U*5*1 Molecular Structure*
The molecular structure assumed Is based on evidence 

obtained from both chemical reaction rate experiments and 
speotrosooplo studies*

J* Boerseken and J* Stuurman (reference 35) have shown 
that in velocity of oxidation experiments cyclohexene behaves 
exactly like hexene-3; i«e,, the cyclic hydrocarbon behaves
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exactly as if no ring closure had taken place* This Indicates 
the absence of a marked ring tension and rules out the 
possibility of a planar structure* Boerseken and Stuurman 
suggest that four of the six carbon atoms lie ln one plane, 
the other two being placed at equal distances above and 
below this plane* Beckett, Freeman and Pl tier (reference 
36) conclude frcm their spectroscopic studies that cyclohexene 
probably has one predominant configuration with C2 symmetry; 
Lister (reference 37) also suggests suoh a form.

The Proposed Model:
In figure 29, A,B,O,D,B and F are the six carbon atoms. 

The C » 0 bond length (A to F) is taken as 2a and the C - C 
bond length as 2b* Carbon atoms A,B,E and F lie in one plane, 
while atoms C and D lie respectively above and below this 
plane by the same amount* Angles ABC and DBF are assumed 
tetrahedral, and angles BAF and AFB are denoted by /? , and 
angles BOD and CDB by r * Since 00’ is an axis of 2-fold 
symmetry, then (see Appendix 4),

If the reasonable assumption is made that the angles at C 
and D are also tetrahedral, l*e* ? » 109°28*, equation (1)
gives z3 « 123*29*.

The coordinates of the six carbon atoms and the ten 
protons with respect to the system of axes shown in figure 29
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were calculated assuming this geometry ; the £C-H 
bond length was taken as 1.10 A (of. oyolohexane), and 
the *0 - H as 1.07 A. $ the angles OAF and HFA were 
taken as 123°29’. The s-ooordinates of the carbon atoms
C and D are than a 0.U25 A.

The only relevant X-ray data comes from a recent 
paper by H.A. Pasternak (referenoe 3d). Here a brief 
aooount Is given of work done on pentachlorooyolo- 
-hexene; the carbon atom skeleton Is essentially that 
proposed above, although the results obtained by Pasternak 
are not very convincing. The measured C - C distances 
are definitely low. Indicating a cramping of the modelt 
It Is therefore not surprising that he finds s-ooordlnates 
for atoms C and D somewhat smaller also, ± 0.367 A. (mean). 
The mean value of the angle "* 0^ obtained is 12U*.

U.5.2 crystal struoture.
The orystal structure of cyclohexene has not been 

determined; Pasternak (referenoe 38) has found that the 
£- pentaohloro- derivative has a monoclinic struoture.
But the introduction of the relatively large chlorine 
atoms will modify the lattloe constants and his results, 
therefore, cannot be used for cyclohexene Itself.

U.5.3 Thermal Data.
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A first order phase transition occurs at 138.8*K 
(reference 39 and 40) and the melting point of the pure 
substance is l69*66eX (reference 41). Recorded heats of 
fusion and transition are 9.582 and 12.367 oal/®«* 
respectively. Although the difference is not so great 
as in cyclohexane, the heat of transition is still larger 
than the heat of fusion. A small discontinuity at least 
was therefore expected in the second moment and relaxation 
time v. temperature curves at 138.8*K. When this was not 
observed, an attempt was made to observe the transition 
thermally using a ^differential thermo-analyser’ of the 
type described by Hassel and Evading (referenoe 42).

In this instrument the substance to be investigated 
is brought into contact with a large heat reservoir - in 
this case a block of copper, with a silver plated cavity 
for the specimen. The temperature of the reservoir is 
slowly raised and the difference in temperature between 
the reservoir and the specimen is measured. By plaolng 
the copper block well down in the Dewar tube and adjusting 
the cold gas flow rate, the temperature rise was maintained 
at about two degrees per minute.

Melting of the specimen was clearly indicated by a 
rise in the standing temperature difference between the 
specimen and the block. The transition at 139°K, however,
Involving a larger latent heat, was not observed.
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U.5.U The Absorption spectrum.
The absorption line shape of the two samples has been 

examined between 78*K and 166°X.
The B.D.H. sample was investigated before the install- 

-ation of the recorder and before the spln-lattloe relaxation 
times had been approximately measured. In faot it was the 
first specimen to be examined at 23.U Mo/s ; consequently 
the experimental conditions were not ideal. In particular, 
the optimum R.F. levels were not used, resulting in a poorer 
signal to noise ratio than obtained with the I.G.I. sample. 
The existence of the very long skirts on the absorption line 
was also partly missed. These points account for the 
scatter of the second moment values calculated from these 
early observations, and shown in figure 30.

The results of the measurements on the I.C.I. sample 
are also shown in figure 30. These were obtained under 
optimum experimental conditions and the improvement in the 
signal to noise ratio was very marked. A typical line plot 
taken during this set of observations is shown in figure 7, 
(upper plot). It is confidently expected that these results 
will be more nearly substantiated when the measurements can 
be repeated with a pure sample. It is significant, however, 
that the rigid lattice second moments for the two samples 
agree well, as do the final smaller values assumed prior to 
melting. There is, however, no evidence of a discontinuity 
around 139*K.
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The mean experimental value for the rigid lattioe
seoond moment - using both sets of results - is 21.9 *

20.3 gauss . Since the crystal structure is unknown, only 
an approximate theoretical value can he calculated. For 
the molecular configuration proposed, the 'intra' contribution

2 Ais 13,8 gauss The •Intefr* contribution will be lees
than that for oyolohexane t as Burning that there le no marked
difference in the packing of the crystal lattices for the
two substances, a rough value is obtained by reducing the
values for cyclohexane in the ratio of the numbers of protons 

2in the two molecules. This gives a value 8.3 A 2.0 gauss 
for the 'inter' contribution, and a total of 22.1 a 2.0 gauss2.

If It is assumed that the molecular configurations used 
ln sections U.2.2 and U.3.2 for oyolohexane and bensene are 
correct - and they oertainly are not far out - then the 
calculated intra-moleeular contributions together with the 
mean experimental values of the rigid lattice seoond moments 
give 'experimental' values for the 'inter' contributions. ' a 
value for the 'inter' contribution for cyclohexene oan then 
be calculated by assuming that a regular decrease is to be 
expeoted as the series oyolohexane, oyolohexene, oyolohexadlne 
and bensene is traversed | suoh a decrease is to be expeoted 
from lattioe energy considerations. Hence j

2'Inter' contribution for oyolohexane a 8.7 * 0.5 gauss 
" " " benzene ■ 6.U A 0.3 "

Difference a 2.3 A 0.6 "
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’Inter’ contribution for cycloliaxene =» + 5fj-3±®-4>
« 7.9 * 0.5 gauss2

Theoretloal second moment far « 21.7 * 0.5 •
cyclohexene

To these error limits, whioh only include the experimental 
uncertainties, must he added those arising from the 
assumptions that the molecular configurations are oorreot 
and that the decrease in the 'inter* contribution is regular 
in the series oyolohexane to benzene. These are diffloult 
to estimate but safe limits of * 2.o gauss2 are proposed.
Thus the mean caloulated value is 21.9 * 2.0 gauss2.

Until the crystal structure of cyclohexene is determined 
below the transition temperature, it is not possible to say 
more than that these results further substantiate the
proposed molecular structure.

The seoond mcraent of the I.G.I. sample falls between
p95*X and 115*K to 6.0 gauss • Molecular motions which 

might occur include rotation about the died axis 00' (figure 29) 
and rotation about an axis parallel to the Z-axis (figure 29). 
Motion of eaoh molecule about its dlad axis reduces the

p'intra' oontributlan to 8.0 gauss (Appendix 5). This motion 
cannot alone account for the observed value. Motion about 
an axis perpendicular to the plane containing the four

pcarbon atoms reduces the ’ intra8 contribution to gauss.
Motion about the corresponding axis In cyclohexane reduced
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the 'inter* contribution by a factor 0.2UU. Using this
figure for oyolohexene gives a reduced 'inter' contribution

2 • ' _ ■of 1.9 gauss . Thus the approximate theoretical seoond
moment value for the lattice ln whioh this motion is 

ooccurring le 6*0 gauss . Apart from the uncertainty in
the molecular configuration, the error ln this figure is
that of the 'inter' contribution} for this an error factor
of about two must be stated. Thus the final value is 6.0 * 

22*0 gauss * This figure certainly supports the suggestion 
that such molecular motion may he occurring* The form of 
the additional motion responsible for the further reduction 
of the second moment around 130*K is not dear* In fact, 
due to the lack of symmetry of the molecule, combinations 
of various motions may occur, no single form being preferred 
other than, perhaps, those already considered*

U.5»5 Spin-lattice Relaxation Time Measurements*
Some measurements were made with the B.D*H* sample

and are shown in figure 31* As mentioned earlier there Is 
no hint of the phase transition around 139aK. The value 
of the relaxation time at 750K for the 1*0*1* sample was 
only about U seconds • that Is, nearly a faotor of ten 
shorter than for the B*D*H* sample. In view of this, and 
of the lack of information on the purity of the samples,
It was decided to postpone these measurements until a pure 
sample was available*



It Is hoped that a specimen will he obtained from 
the National Bureau of standards so that this work can he
completed in the near future



5. SUMMAST

The variations with temperature of the nuelear 
magnetio resonance absorption apeotra of oyolohexane, 
benaene, benaene-d, and cyclohexene have been examined 
between 75*K and 280*K. Also the Bpin-lsttloe relaxation 
times have been measured as a function of the temperature 
for the first three of these substances.

Proposed moleoular and crystal structures are 
confirmed by the agreement between the experimental and 
calculated rigid lattloe second moment values.

In all four oases above a certain temperature the 
linewidth of the absorption spectrum is less then the 
rigid lattloe value due to the occurrence of moleoular 
motion in the lattloe, and it appears that these motions 
are predominantly responsible for the relatively short 
relaxation times observed.

The height of the potential barrier Opposing reorient- 
-atlen of the cyclohexane molecule about its triad axis 
has been found to be 11 * 1 Koal/">ole. In the oase of 
bensene and benaene-d^ motion about the hexad axis is 
hindered by bsrrler heights of 3.7U * 0.20 and 3.90 * 0.20 
Kcal/mole respectively.

To carry out these measurements a conventional ’radio
frequency bridge* type of apparatus has been developed.

83.
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6. Appendices

1. Effect on the ’intra’ and ’Inter*moleoular 
contributions to the eeoond moment of non-oontlnuous 
molecular motion about a symnetry axis. Application 
to oyolohexane and benzene.

2. Bffeot on the 'Intra' and 'Inter* molecular 
contributions to the seoond moment of continuous 
motion of the molecules about their centres of gravity. 
Application to oyolohexane.

3. Minimum value of the second moment for oyolohexane 
If the molecules have fixed positions ln the lattioe.

U. Molecular model for oyolohexene.

5. Reduction of the 'Intra* contribution to the seoond
moment due to motion about a dlad axis of the molecule.
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Figure 32.

One moving nucleus is in one of its equivalent positions 

at the origin.

Pole of the stereogram is Z axis of the crystal.

H Direction of the external magnetic field.

N Direction of second nucleus in one possible position

Azimuth of H. o

0a Azimuth of N.D

# Polar angle of H.

Polar angle of N.

Angle between H and internuclear direction.
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Appendix 1.

Bffeot on the 1Intra1 and ♦inter* molecular contributions
to the seoond moment of non-oontlnuous molecular motion
about a symmetry axis.

The effect of motion of this form on the *Intra' 
contribution has been studied by Gutowsky and Pake j 
their result Is given In Appendix 5.

In this appendix a formula Is derived which enables 
the 'inter' contribution also to be calculated for the 
non-rigid lattice. The analysis Is due to B.B. Andrew 
(referenoe 61).
Figure 32 applies $ the theory of spherical triangles gives t

<•» 0, = ft )

If Xs » then

This expression has to be averaged over the molecular motion 
occurring. If eaoh molecule oan take up 'n' equivalent 
positions, then . *

s«»

•j • /Icofc1^ -f* B s/m.2^ ees^ + c s,M -f £ Sm*

+ F«.k*^r £ - Cf
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3 \ **’’'*<& <***&

where
A • < I J \ e»>/»

□> a_ *»»*&t*» Z.£ -

i s“ JL. ^r " 7i X t4-

ty? appears ln the eeoond moment formula (see seotlon 2.2). 
Hence (5)x has to he formed and~/JQ and 7^ Caveraged 4*0 
over all values slnoe the sample Is polycrystallinej l.e. 
X>o Is averaged over a circle, and over a sphere.
This gives t

- - a1 * *t a* -* ** c.KST * + £- a *■
9 l>

* V* - e,' * 71"**

*
IS

- 7«<r + is }F •f
_ A 
"" 3 *<r - A

5 »=>

-- {■ ( A, », C .......... Cr)

For a nuclear pair rigidly separated by a distance r ,

r «

Henoe moving o p u -fii.e.c.-e,)
• "."•gti'ciamy ;

5 ^1'
and

- | (AC, +
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Henee, when motion of this form Is occurring, eaoh term 
— £in the summation appearing in the second moment

formula for the rigid lattloe has to ha replaced by the 
value of this expression rhen calculating the lntermoleoular 
contribution to the second moment.

llotlon of the oyolohexane molecules about their triad 
axes means that there are nine terms In the summations 
involved in evaluating A, 3, 0 ........O. Thus the
application of this result to even a relatively simple 
case involves very longthy calculations. Further, pain 
of protons whioh are relatively distant in the rigid lattloe 
and Whioh, therefore, give only a very small contribution 
to the seoond moment oan, by the moleoular motion, be 
brought relatively oloae to each other. Accordingly, an 
accurate theoretloal value for the *inter* contribution oan 
only be obtained by applying the results of this appendix 
to a very large number of internuclear distanoec ; thia 
Involves a prohibitively large amount of calculation. A 
reasonable estimate of the 'inter' contribution has been 
obtained as follows i

group 1. Proton-proton distances less than 3A.

The nine shortest distances, 2.JA to 2.93A have been 
treated exactly. These give a total oontrlbutlon of 0.066 x 
10^ am”®, to ( ) (non-rigid)compared with 2.920 x lO^<af®.
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for the rigid lattioe.

Group 2. Distances greater than 3A hut lees than 5A.
Here 39 nuclear pairs have to he considered, six of

these are considered Incidently in group 1 i two show
)

slightly Increased contributions for the non-rigid lattioe,
since appreciable time Is spent In positions whioh are
closer together. The others show a larger decrease, for,
although one of the nine distances In eaoh case is much
shorter, the others are much larger. Most of the remaining
33 pairs have their other eight distances over 5A. A net
decrease in the contribution from this group is to be
expected. Applying the mean reduction factor 2.2 - obtained
from the six pairs oaloulated - the contribution from group 

.U6 _—62 is 0.399 x 10 cm w. uroups 1 and 2 give a total ’inter’ 
contribution of 0.71 gauss2.

roup 3. Distances greater tlian 5A.
12 distances have been worked out incidently In

group 1. All give an Increased contribution, the faotor of 
inorease varying from 2 to 8. These distances are all In the 
range 5.0 to 7.2 A, which In the rigid lattice case gives 
67$ of the contribution from the protons over 5A. But these 
cannot be eaid to be representative distances since the pairs 
come rauoh closer together during reorientation than the other 
distances In this Interval do. Also, some quite remote pairs 
will come in relatively dose, and for them the faotor of
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Inorease *111 he large.
On the whole an inorease is to he expeoted hut *111 not

he large t a faotor of two is likely. The contribution from
the proton-proton distances greater than 5A for the rigid 

olattloe is 0.86 gauss . Hence, for the non-rigid ease, 
this contribution is 1.72 <1,0 gauss , giving t

'Inter* oontrlbutlon to the seoond moment when the moleoules 
are reorientating about their triad axes • 2.UU gauss2 - 1.0 
gauss2.

Application to Benzene.
1. Motion of the bensene moleoules about their hexad axes 
means that there are 36 terms in the simulations Involved in 
evaluating the reduced lnter-moleoular effeot. Although hy 
calculating for three selected proton pairs, all the
proton-proton distances under 5A in the rigid lattloe are 
covered, still an exaot theoretloal value for the oontrlbutlon 
In the non-rigid lattloe oannot easily he obtained, (of. 
oyolohexane). Again proton pairs whioh are relatively distant 
in the rigid lattloe oan, hy the moleoular motion, he brought 
quite olose to eaoh other. Thus It would he necessary to 
consider all distances up to about 10A individually if an 
exact value Is to be calculated. A reliable estimate of the 
'inter' oontrlbutlon has, however, been computed as follows t

Group 1. Distances less than 5A in the rigid lattloe.
The 37 shortest distances in the simulation 2. r7? for
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the rigid lattioe have been treated exactly and give a
pnew total contribution of 0.19 gauss . Some 20 distances 

greater than 5A are lnoldently treated here.

Group 2. Distances between 5A and 6A.
Here 53 proton pairs have to be considered) of these

twelve are treated lnoldently in group 1, and for all these 
the closest distance of approach is 3»16A or below. The 
mean value of the reduction factor for these is very nearly 
unity) the remaining 1»1 pairs come ln no oloser than 5.0UA, 
and ln general move much further apart than ln the rigid 
lattioe. On the whole for these a alight reduction is to 
be expeoted. Group 2 contributes 1*2% of that from the 
proton pairs greater than 5A apart in the oase of the rigid 
lattice.

Group 3. Distances greater than 6A.
Range 6A to 7A t this group contributes 22% in the rigid 
lattioe case (of. group 2). Seven proton pairs with r.* 
ln this range have been considered lnoldently in group 1. 
These show a mean faotor of increase of two) but, since 
these move to within 5A, they are not representative of this 
sub-group as a whole. The majority of pairs will give a 
deoreased contribution by moving out beyond 7A during the 
reorientation prooess. Here again the net contribution 
will not differ muoh from that for the rigid lattioe.

For distances over 7A (normally contributing 36%), an
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inorease hy a faotor of about two is to be expected.
Combining the groups 2 and 3 a net increased offset of

about 30% is to be expected from this analysis. Thus the 
new contribution from the pair distances greater than 5A 
is 0,72 - 0.5 gauss2, giving a total ’inter* contribution 

of 0.91 ± 0.5 gauss , and a total reduoed second moment of 
1.7 £ 0.5 gauss2. (The reduced ’intra* contribution is 

calculated using the formula of Gutowsky and Pake, quoted 
in Appendix 5 j this gives a reduced 'intra' contribution 
of 0.82 gauss2).

2. Motion of the bensene molecules about their died axes t
Here again the contribution from pairs less than 5A apart
has been found exactly j the new contribution is 0.99 gauss2.

This treatment again inoidently considered some distances
greater than 5A, and, in all oases, showed that their residual
contributions were greater than in the case of rotation
about the hexad axis. Thus, if the figure 0.71 - 0.5 gauss2

is accepted for the contribution from pairs greater than 5A
apart, the net result will tend to yield a minimum value
for the 'inter' contribution to the seoond moment when such
molecular reorientation is occurring. Since the reduoed 

2'intra' contribution is 1.13 gauss , the reduoed second 
2moment Is 2e8U gauss .
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Effect on the *Intra* ana 'inter* molecular contribution*
to the second moment of continuous motion of the moleoules
about all axes through their centres of gravity.

Buch notion would reduce the ’intra’ contribution to 
zero. The effeot on the ’Inter’ oontrlbutlon, however, Is 
not so drastic. For a continuous motion about any particular 
axle, the sunrnatlons appearing In Appendix I for A, B, ... O 
are replaced by integrals which generally require graphical 
solutions. For the oase of rotation about a number of axes 
as here, the Integrals prove yet more unwieldy, so that 
even an approximate solution is not feasible.

A reliable estimate of the expected value of the ’Inter' 
contribution for oyolohexane when suoh motion Is occurring 
has been obtained as followB t

Zn Appendix I, the dominant factor in the calculation 
whioh gives the reduced ’Inter' contribution la 1/r^ t

accordingly, It Is reasonable to expect that
will give a useful measure of the reduction of the seoond 
moment oontrlbutlon. Examination of the working dons In 
applying the results of Appendix I shows that the angular 
variables which enter the terms only Introduce a further 
reduetlon faotor of about 2.

The oontrlbutlon for the rigid lattloe depends on 1/rQ ,
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Figure 34.



bo that the contribution for the non-rigid lattioe will
t

be of the order x < » wh«r« z is a faotor of order
unity whloh takes Into account the negleoted angular terms. 
Pros the ezaot ealoulatlona made for distances less than 3A, 
a mean value of z ■ 0.63 Is obtained.

av oan be simply evaluated for the motion under 
consideration , for there are two types of protons in the 
moleeule of cyclohexane. The protons In eaoh group ars at 
a certain distance from the centre of gravity of the molecule, 
thus they oan be considered to move on the surfaoes of two 
oonoentrlc spheres.

In figure 33» k is a typical position of one proton 
on the surfaoe of one sphere* distant a from the centre 
of the seoond sphere. First we average 1/u\ allowing J* 

the position of the other proton In the pair, to move over 
the surfaoe of the seoond sphere.

av. value of I
M.-rrR/ Gt1

XTTl?,*S,ke . do

and a . d&

Igiving /JL\
\i?/ U*

a-n,

__ I

Proton k is now allowed to move over the surfaoe of the 
first sphere* l.e. a Is allowed to vary. Distance e is
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the separation of the c. of g*s of the 2 molecules 
(figure 34).
Thia gives similarly t r.17

//1\\ 
V U* </

-2 tt 8^ ot^
OV Kv a

c-* e,

3c,

XC Rx ax- «?t-c,

so that finally the average required le given by

( x rcce.f, i

where R1 and Rg are the radii of the two spheres and o is 
the separation of their centres.

For cyclohexane the radii of the 2 concentric spheres are 1.9B1 A. and 2.488 A.

Sound any seleeted molecule there are the following neighbourst
12 at o. of g. spacing 6.19U A.
6 tt tt II 8.76 A.
2U II II II 10.73 As
12 tt tt tt 12.39 A.

The next group of moleoulee have e » 13.83 A. From this
group onwards a continuous distribution has been assumed,
as ln the calculation of the * inter' contribution from proton-
proton distances greater than 5 A.

Applying the above formula, and talcing the factor 
sx » 0.63 into account, gives a value of 1.32 gauss for the



’inter’ oontrlbutlon j since the 'Intra' oontrlbutlon Is 
aero, this Is the total seoond moment for the lattice In 
whioh this motion Is occurring.

Another, and muoh simpler, calculation also yields an
approximate theoretloal value. Here it Is supposed that
all the protonB are at the oentres of gravity of the 

smoleoules. This yields a value of 1.11 gauss for the . 
seoond moment. This calculation assumes, of course, that

av « 1/o , end from this consideration elane 
would leed to a low value. However, the neglected angular 
variables might well offset this, making, in faot, 1.11 gauss2 

a more realistic value.
The experimental values fall from 1.5 gauss2 at 190*K 

9to 1.1 gauss at 225’K. The approximate theoretloal values, 
therefore, oertainly give weight to the proposal that motion 
about ell axes through the centre of gravity of the molecule 
le occurring In the solid state at this temperature.

96.
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Appendix 3.

MinteBH-XSafllJSl-.1^ .^ag^jnsgent f gr cyclohexane
if <h« latmif »*• **ir* *»

If, in Appendix 2, the protons are placed not at the 
centres of the spheres tout at the ends of diameters so that 
the distances between the protons of two moleoules haws 
their maximum values, then this minimum value can be 
calculated.

This has been done for values of e (see Appendix 2)
up to 12.39 A, and gives a value for the 'inter' contribution

2of 0.05 gauss . To this must be added, if it is not sero, 
the 'intra* contribution appropriate to the motion which 
would effectively place the protons in these positions.
Above 2l»0oK the experimental value is definitely less than 
0.01 gauss* 2, indicating that, in faot, it is certain that 

moleeular diffusion must occur within the lattloe, and that 
this moleoular motion 1b averaging out still more the spin- 
spin interaction.



Appendix 1+

Figure 35
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Ajaigaal*
A Moleoular Model for Oyolohexene

The following is a corrected version of an analysis 
appearing in referenoe 35.

The 0 ° 0 hand length is 2a, and the 0 - 0 bond, 2b.
The carbon atone A,B,B and F are supposed to lie in the 
plane s a 0, and the bond angles at B and B are made tetra- 
-hedral. Angles FAB and AFB (figure 29) are denoted by a 
and angles BOD and ODB by T . we require a relationship 
between /i and q in terms of the quantities a and b.

(Note 0, the origin, is plaoed at the midpoint of AF).
The axis OY (figure 35) is one of 2-fold symmetry ; 

henoe if x,y,a are the coordinates of C, then
X 2_ U XX = b (j)

Also 0 must lie on the sphere, oentre B (coordinates x^ y1 s^) 
and radius 2b , thus

(X-Xj" (3 -3,)’' - ( -'fr,)" = 4 fc*

Further, slnoe the angles at B are tetrahedral, 0 must lie 
on a plane through V and perpendicular to AV. Thus BV ■ j AB, 
and AV - Sb/3. If OF » d, then

(3)-=^ d -t- X cot"
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Substituting for X, y1 and solving for y gives i

v'here tut positive sign Is relevant.
Point 8, the centre of the bond OD, lies In the plane

s « 0 , and zs BC’B Is the promotion of A B08 on this plane t 
henoe

- sc.1 -+- 2-bc.Sc. cos't

where

3sx = -x,X

Substituting (U) and (6) In (5) gives the required result i

Cos 7 = I I ia -,L 3 3 + XJ
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WSfldU 5‘
Reduotlon of tne lntra-molecular contribution to the
egcond moment due to motion about a died axis.

In reference 5 outoweky and Pake evaluate tbs 
reduction factor to be applied to the rigid lattioe 
’Intra’ contribution when classical rotation, or n-fold 
tunnelling (n i3) about a symmetry axis of the molecule, 
la occurring. Thia factor la 5 (3ooa - 1 )2 , where 

the symbols are those used ln figure 32, Appendix 1.
This analysis does not cover the special ease of 

2-fold tunnelling, whioh might ooour in oyolohexene.
The average value of the faotor (3eoa2O^k - I)2 which 

appears In the equation for the seoond moment (see seotlon 
2.2) has to be found as follows 1

CoS 3 c_©j^ir -+• Cc * ?

. - C-tri c>-~ {CcrJ (fa

/ 0 Z i ' W

For a 2-fold axis of rotation, 0B only takes up two values 
differing by 180 degrees. Thus

/^( <ft-fi.) \ , 1 ^t^y o
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and
y “ C 3 “ ^3 Cos'lfa -I- 3 r*k s^3-^- ces3^, — f )

Sinoe the specimen Is polycrystalline, it is necessary 
to average 0O over all values t

'V 1 = J'~* 9 ■+ y' .7— •* - 5 3^r ton' ifo ''

* S.K 3 { . ,g 5 s_Vs ClI^ _ s + )

"* 3 Ctr* r t — ccn'^^ ~t- I

Also •?£, must be averaged over a sphere of directions, 
giving t

---- dr '. ‘
------cA
v ~ -—_ f Cxrj1* + Sm*3^ ~r ~ * 3 e.in' l/n ) — I — ' i ^5 :

-Since the rigid lattloe has the value ij/5, the
reduction factor is »

Ft T& ) f

— <+
i-Fy~

-+ S^t/T; + *tf5 ^2/rs ) - Iv =

which gives p ■ (1-3 sin2-^ oos*r-, ).

Such motion of the oyolohexane molecule about the 2-fold 
axis OT (figure 29) reduces the ’Intra’ contribution from
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13.8 gauss2 to 8,0 gauss2.
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